
WALMART NEIGHBORHOOD MARKET 
ANCHORED CENTER
941-969 GOLF COURSE DRIVE | ROHNERT PARK, CA 94928 FOR LEASE

Available
4,200 SF

MOUNTAIN SHADOWS PLAZA

2,400 SF
End Cap 

with Patio

Available
640 SF

Available
1,760 SF

Available
2,420 SF

Available
1,504 SF

Available
1,739 SF

Available
2,212 SF
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PROPERTY HIGHLIGHTS

 − Anchored by a strong performing Walmart Neighborhood Market

 − 77,510 SF of retail space available

 − Other cotenants include 
Starbucks, Anytime Fitness, UPS, Sees Candy, Patelco and more

 − Strategically located for a strong residential pull  
for Sonoma State University and other nearby residents

 − Other strong local draws include 
the Grafton Resort & Casino, Foxtail Golf Club and other strong 
retailers such as Home Depot, Walmart, K1 Speed, Amy’s Drive 
Thru, In-N-out & Chick-fil-A

 − Availabilities include: 
2,400SF End Cap restaurant end cap. Ownership is going to be 
expanding the outdoor Patio 
2,000-4,200 Outparcel building with potential for outdoor patio 
located at the main entrance

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1,000 SF - 10,000 SF
AVAILABLE SQ FT

7.52 AC
LOT SIZE

941-969 Golf Course Drive
Rohnert Park, CA 94928



PROPERTY PHOTOS
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PROPERTY PHOTOS
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AERIAL
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RETAIL MAP
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EMILY AVE.

EMILY AVE.

HACIENDA CIR.

HACIENDA CIR.

COUNTRY CLUB DR.
COUNTRY CLUB DR.

GOLF COURSE DR.

GOLF COURSE DR.

SUITE TENANT SQ FT

901 Walmart Neighborhood Market 33,432

913 Vacant - Restaurant Opportunity 2,400

915 Sweatmood Fitness 1,500

917 Stellar Nail Spa 1,500

919 Saffron Flavors of India 2,880

925 Vacant 1,760

927 Puny Paws 500

929 Vacant 640

931 Kailey's Donuts 1,200

939 Anytime Fitness 4,700

941 Vacant - Restaurant Opportunity 2,212

945 Haircuts Plus 1,060

949 MS Laundry 1,350

953 Subway - #30656 1,000

957 Vacant 1,739

959 UPS Store - #1356 1,510

967 Vacant - Restaurant Opportunity 4,352

969 A Starbucks - #6658 1,633

969 B See's Candy 1,257

969 C Toppings 1,353

971 Awesome Bike Company 1,100

973 Pearl Essence Beauty 970

977 Vacant 2,420

979 Vacant 1,504

985 Patelco Credit Union 1,320

987 RP Optometric 720

993 Patelco Credit Union 840

995 Campbell Chiropractic 576

997 Mtn Shadows Barber 323
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SITE PLAN
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MARKET OVERVIEW

Located in Sonoma County’s southern central plain with 42,000 residents, Rohnert Park is 
the county’s third largest city. Thoughtfully designed for families, it is one of the first planned 
communities in the United States. Bike paths and walkways connect its tree-lined boulevards and 
attractive neighborhoods. Each neighborhood is designed around a park and elementary school. The 
city itself is surrounded by farms and grazing land where nationally sought-after organic and boutique 
vegetables, fruits and cheeses are grown and produced. 

ECONOMY
Some folks might see Rohnert Park as mainly a residential town, but it also features an acclaimed 
state university with 9,300 students; a dynamic arts community; a gambling casino; a multitude 
of indoor and outdoor recreational opportunities; and an eclectic mix of restaurants and eateries. 
Rohnert Park has seen the job market increase by 1.7% over the last year. Future job growth over the 
next ten years is predicted to be 36.0%, which is higher than the US average of 33.5%. The economy 
of Rohnert Park, CA employs 23.9k people. The largest industries in Rohnert Park, CA are Retail Trade 
(3,262 people), Health Care & Social Assistance (2,863 people), and Accommodation & Food Services 
(2,637 people), and the highest paying industries are Utilities ($87,292), Information ($85,058), and 
Public Administration ($69,764). 
 
POPULATION 
Rohnert Park, CA has a population of 43,451. Rohnert Park is currently growing at a rate of 0.76% 
annually and its population has increased by 1.54% since the most recent census, which recorded a 
population of 44,390 in 2020. Spanning over 7 miles, Rohnert Park has a population density of 6,436 
people per square mile. Living in Rohnert Park offers residents an urban suburban mix feel and most 
residents own their homes. In Rohnert Park there are a lot of restaurants, coffee shops, and parks. 
Many young professionals live in Rohnert Park and residents tend to be liberal. The public schools in 
Rohnert Park are above average. Rohnert Park ranks in the upper quartile for Population Density when 
compared to the other cities, towns and Census Designated Places (CDPs) in California.

Rohnert Park, CA

DEMOGRAPHIC SUMMARY

POPULATION 1 MILE 3 MILES 5 MILES

2022 Population 13,755 61,485 111,463

HOUSEHOLDS 1 MILE 3 MILES 5 MILES

2022 Households 5,317 22,536 38,773

Avg Household Income $115,176 $97,459 $98,206

Median Household Income $92,320 $79,023 $78,963



Purpose and Intent. This Offering Memorandum (“Memorandum”) has been prepared by the undersigned real 
estate professional, is provided in the normal course of his/her business, and is intended to express only his/
her recommended listing, selling, or purchase price or a rental or lease consideration for the Property. This 
Memorandum does not constitute an offer to sell, or a solicitation of an offer to buy, the Property, and has 
not been made for the purpose of submission as evidence of value to a court or administrative body. The 
disclosures herein are intended to supersede all prior written and oral communications and understandings 
regarding the Memorandum. You are advised to carefully read this Memorandum and review it with your legal 
and tax advisors.

Information Provided As An Opinion: The information in this Memorandum has been obtained from sources 
believed to be reliable, but has not been verified for accuracy, completeness, or fitness for any particular 
purpose. This Memorandum does not contain all the information that you may need or desire to evaluate the 
Property. All information in this Memorandum and any other written or oral communication transmitted to 
you in the course of your evaluation of the Property is presented “as is” without representation or warranty, 
express or implied, of any kind by AREA, Owner/Seller, or either’s respective subsidiaries, agents, affiliates, 
members, officers, and/or employees. AREA assumes no responsibility for this Memorandum, and hereby 
disclaims any and all liability for representations, expressed or implied, contained in, or for omissions 
from, this Memorandum. This Memorandum is subject to prior placement, errors, omissions, changes, 
or withdrawal without notice and does not constitute a recommendation, suitability determination, or 
endorsement as to the Property’s value by AREA or Owner/Seller. This Memorandum contains certain 
documents, which are described in summary form and do not purport to be complete or accurate 
descriptions of, nor do they constitute a legal analysis of, the full documents involved. All such summaries 
are qualified in their entirety by reference to such documents. All references to acreage(s), square footage(s), 
and other measurements are approximations. Neither AREA nor Owner/ Seller undertakes any responsibility 
or compulsion to update any of the information discussed herein. Any information and expressions of opinion 
herein contained are subject to change without notice. Neither the delivery of this Memorandum nor the 
purchase of the Property shall, under any circumstance(s), create an implication that there has been no 
change in the affairs of the Property since the date this Memorandum was created or provided to you.

By accepting this Memorandum, you agree that in determining the advisability of purchasing the Property, 
you shall not rely on this Memorandum or upon any other materials or information provided AREA or 
its brokers, but rather that you shall rely solely upon your own examination (including engineering and 
environmental inspections) and investigationof the Property at your own cost prior to purchasing the 
Property. An opportunity to inspect the Property will be made available to you upon written request. You 
acknowledge AREA is not acting as an attorney, tax advisor, surveyor, appraiser, structural engineer, and that 
you should consult such professionals.

This Memorandum is not to be used in connection with an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy 
in any jurisdiction in which such offer or solicitation is not authorized or in which the person making such 
offer or solicitation is not qualified to do so or to any person to whom it is unlawful to make sure offer or 
solicitation. ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS A STATEMENT OF OPINION. ANY RELIANCE ON THIS 
MEMORANDUM IS SOLELY AT YOUR OWN RISK.

Alpha Real Estate Advisors LLC (“AREA”) has been retained as the exclusive listing broker to arrange the sale of the property identified herein above (the “Property”).

Forward-Looking Statements and Financial Projections. All statements herein, other than statements 
of historical fact, are statements that could be deemed “forward-looking” statements with respect to the 
anticipated future performance of the Property, including any financial projections, statements regarding 
future economic conditions or performance, and statements of belief and of assumptions underlying any 
of the foregoing. These projections and statements are provided for general reference purposes only and 
may involve known and unknown risks and various assumptions subject to significant business, economic, 
and competitive uncertainties and contingencies beyond the control of AREA and/or Owner/ Seller, and 
which therefore are subject to material change and/or variation. Accordingly, there can be no assurance that 
such projections or forward-looking statements will be realized. Potential purchasers of the Property are 
cautioned that the actual results, performance, and/or achievements may vary materially from anticipated 
results, performance, and/or achievements. No representations or warranties are made as to the accuracy 
or reasonableness of such assumptions or the projections of forward-looking statements based thereon. 
YOU MAY NOT RELY UPON THE FINANCIAL PROJECTIONS, AS THEY ARE ILLUSTRATIVE ONLY.

COVID-19 Pandemic. The World Health Organization has characterized the outbreak of COVID-19 that 
is currently affecting many parts of the world, including the United States and NC, as a pandemic (the 
“Pandemic”). The Pandemic has negatively affected travel, commerce, and financial markets globally. 
While the potential future impact of the Pandemic cannot be quantified at this time, it is expected that the 
continued outbreak of COVID-19 could have an adverse impact on property values, including the value of the 
Property.

Owner’s/Seller’s Reserved Rights. Owner/Seller expressly reserves the right, at its sole discretion, to reject 
any or all expressions of interest and/or to terminate discussions with any party at any time with or without 
notice and for any reason. Owner/Seller shall have no legal commitment or obligation to any recipient of this 
Memorandum unless a written agreement for the purchase of the Property has been executed, delivered, and 
approved by the Owner/Seller and any conditions to the purchaser’s obligations therein have been satisfied 
or affirmatively waived. The Owner/Seller reserves the right to move forward with an acceptable offer on the 
Property prior to the call for offers deadline.

Confidentiality: The Property is privately offered, and your receipt of this Memorandum serves to evidence 
your agreement that: (i) this Memorandum is subject to the Confidentiality and Non-Circumvention 
Agreement you previously executed with AREA, (ii) this Memorandum is furnished to you for the sole purpose 
of evaluating your interest in the Property, (iii) you will return the Memorandum if requested to do so by AREA, 
(iv) you will not use any part of this Memorandum in a manner detrimental to Owner/Seller or AREA, and 
(v) you will not reproduce or disclose any portion of this Memorandum to anyone without the prior written 
authorization of AREA. These terms and conditions apply to this Memorandum and all documents and other 
information provided in connection herewith.

DISCLAIMERS & AGREEMENT
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EXCLUSIVELY LISTED BY 

STEVE KALYK
DIRECTOR

O 628-203-8489  C 415-813-0019
STEVE@ALPHARE.COM

LIC #707125

SAM TALLMAN
ASSOCIATE VICE PRESIDENT

O 628.203.8580  C 408.314.5808
SAM@ALPHARE.COM

LIC #01935917

ALPHARE.COM

mailto:name@alphare.com
mailto:name@alphare.com

